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In a few words:
 National consultations
in Minsk, Vilnius and
Daugavpils took place
 Joint sports event and
project-visits for the
Europe Day was held
 Tactical field exercise
of fire-fighters of 3
countries in Belarus
were organised
 Win a trip to Milan!
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National individual consultations
Joint Technical Secretariat answered
the actual questions of Beneficiaries and
partners during the National consultations in Minsk, Daugavpils and Vilnius,
held in April-June.

The participants were consulted on reporting, eligibility, procurement, visibility,
and project closure. Over 100 participants came to individual consultations.

Europe Day on the move
On the 5-6 of May, 2014, the Programme gathered over 50 journalists,
students and representatives of national and regional authorities from Latvia,
Lithuania and Belarus to enjoy sports
and healthy lifestyle together with the
projects in Vilnius and Latgale (Latvia).
More information is available at
www.enpi-cbc.eu, section EVENTS.

Trilateral field exercise in Belarus
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On 29-30 of May 2014, over 100 Belarusian, Latvian and Lithuanian firefighters took part in joint emergency
field exercise in the railway station
“Soly” of Smorgon district, Grodno
Oblast, Belarus (project LLB-2-247).

The rescue divisions practiced liquidating fire, eliminating chemical disaster
and helping the population jointly with
the help of newly purchased equipment.
More details are available on www.enpi
-cbc.eu, section NEWS.

Win a trip to Milan by making short movie!
Make a short movie about cross-border pean Cooperation Day award ceremocooperation and win a trip to the Euro- ny in Milan! Check NEWS.
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